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Introduction to Cross River Partnership

Susannah Wilks, CRP Director



CRP Projects
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TITLE | DATE

Our Vision

|  2  | 

Places ProjectsPeople
Deliver in great places, 

sharing best practice whilst 
ensuring all businesses are 

supported to grow 
sustainably

Working with engaged people connecting 
stakeholders to successfully collaborate 

and deliver

Deliver innovative projects for partners 
encouraging businesses to shift from 
incremental to permanent change, 

whilst inspiring others to do more at 
pace

Supporting businesses to be safe and sustainable, incorporating keeping our air clean.



Central to our Projects

Rick Miller, 2018



The New Norm?



CRP’s Support for High Streets

Cross River Partnership is working at pace to help support communities, Local Authorities 
and private bodies with their Covid-19 response 

1 - 2m

Physical Interventions Monitoring Guidance



CRP’s Support for High Streets



Beyond the Pandemic: The Future of Our High Streets
Simon Pitkeathley, Camden Town Unlimited



10 YEARS CHANGE IN 10 MONTHS
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● Consumer behaviour was already changing too quickly for the High Street to 
adapt, exacerbated by high rent and rates in London.

● The pandemic will accelerate this process.

● With alternative.camden we’ve been exploring these changes since 2018.

● These are predictable changes, so we can prepare a response.
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15-MINUTE CITY VISION
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With the growth of remote 
working we may see the 
development of a '15 Minute 
City', as championed in Paris, 
where amenities, parks, art & 
culture are available within your 
neighbourhood. Employees will 
become embedded in their home 
towns, spending consciously on 
small businesses they have a 
personal connection with.



PLACE SHAPING
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We want Camden to lead the way in 
preparing the physical and regulatory 
landscape for this change.

Our plans center on the Green Loop, 
which will link leafy parks and cultural 
hubs with a four mile walking route that 
permeates Kings Cross, Euston and 
Camden Town.



CAMDEN HIGHLINE
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A new linear park and walking route linking Camden 
Town to Kings Cross on a disused railway viaduct.



DRUMMOND STREET

|  2  | 

Phase 1: use green infrastructure, 
lighting and signage to provide a 
walking link from Euston Station to 
Regent's Park.

Phase 2: the ‘People’s High Street’, 
including a platform to book the 
High Street for community uses 
and events.
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PILOTING A NEW BUSINESS LANDSCAPE

The BIDs have:

● A democratic mandate from 
business

● Relationships with key stakeholders 
● Oversight by a Board drawn from the 

local community

They are the ideal vehicle to pilot 
regulatory innovations

alternative. 
camden
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ALT.CMD COMMUNITY WORKSHOPSalternative. 
camden
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Business Rates

1: Replace business rates from the occupying 
business with owner rates.

2: Encourage meanwhile use by offering owner 
rates relief for those with a meanwhile occupier 
which provides community benefit.

3: A streamlined planning process for properties 
which are unusable for both uses.

Licensing & VAT

1: Smart Temporary Event and Table & Chairs 
licenses, allowing these to be free and instant for 
those with a proven track record.

2: Bookable street space for community uses.

3: Raise the requirement for VAT registration, 
removing smaller businesses from the 
administrative burden. VAT credit to be used for 
start-up’s payroll. 

PROPOSALS TO EXPLOREalternative. 
camden

More details: Supporting Businesses Post-Coronavirus

https://medium.com/camden-town-unlimited/beyond-the-pandemic-supporting-businesses-post-coronavirus-9e943d6aad0c


BUSINESS SPACE: CAMDEN COLLECTIVE
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1.Protect the High Street 2. A new way of working 3. A permanent home

High Streets and way we work will change. Collective is ready to ease the 

community through this  transition.



1: PROTECT THE HIGH STREET
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Create free retail, event and work space in vacant retail units, to maintain footfall as the 
use-case of the High Street changes.



2: A NEW WAY OF WORKING
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Expand Collective workspaces to help businesses transition to the new way of working, while keeping the 
core of creative start-ups
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3: A PERMANENT HOME

Secure C3, the purchase of a permanent home to provide affordable housing, 
work, and community space.



DETAILS IN OUR ‘BEYOND THE PANDEMIC’ SERIES
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● The Future of our High Streets

● Camden Collective

● An ALT.CMD Future

● Reopening Restaurants and Pubs

● Supporting Businesses Post-Coronavirus

● Reclaiming our Streets

Or search ‘Camden Town Unlimited medium’

https://medium.com/camden-town-unlimited/beyond-the-pandemic-the-future-of-our-high-streets-63b6f2aae538
https://medium.com/camden-town-unlimited/beyond-the-pandemic-camden-collective-4f8e664e8c8d
https://medium.com/camden-town-unlimited/beyond-the-pandemic-an-alt-cmd-future-403dd384dc4d
https://medium.com/camden-town-unlimited/beyond-the-pandemic-reopening-restaurants-and-pubs-4fa3d4a41754
https://medium.com/camden-town-unlimited/beyond-the-pandemic-supporting-businesses-post-coronavirus-9e943d6aad0c
https://medium.com/camden-town-unlimited/beyond-the-pandemic-reclaiming-our-streets-14fa0af0c8ae


Questions?



Consumer Confidence in London: A Citywide Response
Feeroza Patel, London & Partners
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Introducing 
London & Partners



Trade, Investment & 
Business Growth

Business Tourism
& Major Events Leisure Tourism Higher Education

We help innovative 
companies to grow

We attract and host 
major events We attract visitors We attract 

international students

creating quality jobs in 
London.

bringing spend and
global profile to London.

supporting London’s 
hospitality, retail and 
cultural industries.

supporting London’s 
universities and 

growing our future 
talent.

We do this by growing London’s brand and reputation
with our most important audiences around the world.

We create good growth for London
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We need a rapid and 
responsible recovery in 
consumer spending



Title
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Alliance for London 
consumer recovery
What: a collective response of London’s businesses, 
brands, cultural organisations and city authorities.

Mission: support London’s culture, retail, hospitality, 
and events sectors to thrive after coronavirus. 

How: campaign to encourage a responsible recovery 
in consumer spending, built on consumer confidence. 



Title
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Give Londoners confidence that going 
out responsibly will be a great 
experience

We will achieve this by:

• Reassuring Londoners that going out responsibly is 
safe for them and others.

• Showing businesses are responding to the new 
aspirations of Londoners.

• Positioning local spending as an act of solidarity with 
the city – create social norms.

• Reinforcing behaviour messages around public 
health, public transport and active travel.

Objective
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What the Alliance will do

Strategy and
Coordination

“Umbrella”
Campaign

Helping 
organisations to 
amplify and use 
the campaign 



Title
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THE CAMPAIGN



Title
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Title
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MOBILISING AT 
SCALE

|  2  | 



London-wide
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Trade Associations
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120+ major London businesses, including…
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Supporting small businesses
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Trade associations

Business networks

Boroughs and BIDs

B2B client networks

Marketing campaign

“Because I’m a Londoner”
Virtual Campaign HQ

1000s of businesses



RECOVERY
SUPPORTING YOUR LOCAL 
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How to get involved
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Join the Alliance and gain 
access to a marketing toolkit 
and updates on new 
activations and resources.

Spread the word …

Tell your networks about the 
Alliance – the more we speak 
with one voice, the more 
successful we will be.

Take part in the campaign

Download the campaign 
assets and use them across 
your channels.

Use the hashtag

Join us from 17 June by sharing 
what you love about your local 
neighbourhood, using 
#BecauseImALondoner

Sign up to the Alliance

https://londonandpartners.force.com/alliance


Partners getting involved
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Partners getting involved
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Partners getting involved
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Visit London: Influencer social take-overs
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KEY CAMPAIGN MOMENTS
#BecauseImALondoner

#BecauseImALondoner

Join us in 
celebrating 
hospitality 
businesses 
reopening

from 4th July

London photo 
competition

launched 4th July

@VisitLondon
Instagram: weekly 

influencer 
takeovers 

promoting London

Campaign digital 
advertising from 
July: YouTube, 

Facebook, 
Instagram

Campaign outdoor 
advertising planned 

from mid July

@VisitLondon
weekly London 

Stories shining a 
spotlight on 
Londoners

Partner activations 
London Stadium screen

Meridian billboard (Stratford)
O2 marketing support
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Questions? Ideas?
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BecauseImALondoner@londonandpartners.com

business.london/JoinAlliance

#BecauseImALondoner

Content shown with this presentation is strictly confidential. Any imagery/visuals shown within this presentation are purely for
illustration purposes and do not represent the final creative assets.

It is strictly forbidden to share any part of this presentation with any third party, without a written consent of the sender.

http://londonandpartners.com
https://business.london/joinalliance


The Sustainable London High Street

Tom Linton-Smith, Project Manager



One analysis of a typical high street
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North Country Mails at the 
Peacock, Islington
James Pollard, 1821 (public 
domain)



Place and Movement – Street Types for London
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TfL, 2016

“Successful high streets should provide 
access to shops and services by all 
modes, and ensure a high-quality public 
realm and strong focus for community 
life”



What does [transport on] a sustainable high street look like?
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For a city as dynamic as London, there is 
probably no ‘one size fits all’ but ….



Principles

Lucy Saunders, Healthy Streets



In practice – safe, comfortable and green

Green, wide pavements, easy 
crossing

Part time pedestrianisation Places to stop



In practice – well managed deliveries and servicing

Incorporating the benefits of 
logistics in the mix of uses

Appropriate loading facilities Well managed off-peak deliveries



In practice – spotlight on shared mobility

Low impact vehiclesLondon’s first shared electric van Public transport/shared 
mobility hub

CoMoUK



Visions of high streets as havens – making progress



Visions of high streets as havens – making progress



Questions?



Final 

observations



What’s next?

Join us for our next 
Live Share session!

Thursday 16th July at 2pm
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Thank You!

www.crossriverpartnership.org

@CrossRiverPship
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Search ‘Cross River Partnership’ in YouTube
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